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In thermoluminesence, the electrons trapped during 

excitation are released by thermal activation. Such released 
electrons get combined with luminescent centres via conduction 
band and give the TL emission.

(i) Glow Curve:

A glow curve may have a single or multiple glow peaks, 
depending upon the presence of the trapping levels of different 
depths. A particular glow peak belongs to the traps of one 
depth, and is characterised by its own peak temperature and 
height. These are the functions of position of the trapping 
level below the conduction band and the dumber of electrons 
trapped in the level. The peak height is also a function of 
the rate of heating. This is because, at higher heating rate 
the rate of release of electrons from the traps increases and 
so does the TL intensity.

(C) Effect of Retrappinq of Electrons On Phosphorescence
Decay and Thermoluminescence:

The electrons escapted from traps may either recombine 
with luminescence centres or may be retrapped in deeper empty 
traps. The presence of retrapping in the phosphorescence 
decay makes delay in the recombination process and thereby 
affects its time constant. The retrapping also changes the 
form of decay as it occurs in the deeper traps. In thermolum
inescence, prescence of retrapping modifies the shape of the 
glow curve especially its high temperature side. This is because4
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